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Abstract: Fire authorities have started widely using operational fire simulations for effective wildfire
management. The aggregation of the simulation outputs on a massive scale creates an opportunity
to apply the evolving data-driven approach to closely estimate wildfire risks even without running
computationally expensive simulations. In one of our previous works, we validated the application
with a probability-based risk metric that gives a series of probability values for a fire starting at a start
location under a given weather condition. The probability values indicate how likely it is that a fire
will fall into different risk categories. The metric considered each fire start location as a unique entity.
Such a provision in the metric could expose the metric to scalability issues when the metric is used for
a larger geographic area and consequently make the metric hugely intensive to compute. In this work,
in an investigative effort, we investigate whether the spatial clustering of fire start locations based
on historical fire areas can address the issue without significantly compromising the accuracy of the
metric. Our results show that spatially clustering all fire start locations in Tasmania into three risk
clusters could leverage the probability-based risk metric by reducing the computational requirements
of the metric by a theoretical factor in thousands with a mere compromise of approximately 5% in
accuracy for two risk categories of high and low, thereby validating the possibility of the leverage of
the metric with spatial clustering.

Keywords: wildfire; risk metric; risk characterization; clustering; data-driven approach

1. Introduction

With an increased understanding of phenomena and advancements in computing
technologies and observational sciences, natural disasters can be modeled and studied with
more detail than ever before [1–4]. The precise information on the location of the disaster
and the associated risks are in-demand elements in natural disaster modeling systems
and the subsequent application of such systems in an operational environment. Thus, any
spatial information on the disaster start locations and their propagation extent within the
framework of risk quantification plays an inherent role in effective disaster management.

Consequently, in the fire disaster space, fire authorities have started widely using
operational fire simulations for making better-informed decisions for wildfire management.
Under current state-of-the-art of wildfire management, fire practitioners and authorities
quantify the risk associated with wildfires by running several fire simulations in a geograph-
ical area by using operational fire spread models, collectively referred to as an ensemble
and conducting statistical analyses [5–7]. These ensembles are computationally expensive
but their recent extensive use for wildfire management has become possible due to un-
precedented advancements in computing technologies such as cloud computing. The fire
simulations, when aggregated on a massive scale, have created a unique opportunity to
apply the evolving data-driven approach to closely estimate wildfire risks even without
running a single computationally expensive simulation, although the process is highly
computationally intensive otherwise.
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Significant works have been done in the wildfire domain worldwide to quantify the
risks associated with wildfires by using several fire danger indices. The list of some no-
table physical wildfire models developed in the literature includes Weber [8], FIRETEC [9],
Forbes [10], Grishin [11], FIRESTAR [12], UoS [13], and WFDs [14]. Similarly, some em-
pirical wildfire models discussed in the literature are CFS-accel [15], CALM Spinifex [16],
CSIRO Grass [17], UdTM Shrub [18], Helsinki [19], and CSIRO Forest [20]. On the op-
erational side, in Australia, fire authorities use the McArthur Forest Fire Danger Index
(FFDI) [21], Grassland Fire Danger Index (GFDI) [22], and the National Fire Danger Rating
System (NFDRS) [23] to provide fire danger ratings across Australia. The NFDRS was
recently developed and categorizes wildfires into six different categories—low–moderate,
high, very high, severe, extreme, and catastrophic. Earlier fire danger ratings were based
on the simple thresholds established by Douglas [24] and McArthur [25]. Other fire danger
rating systems used in Australia include “hazard sticks” [26], the difficulty of suppression
tables [24], comprehensive fire danger ratings in grassland [27], and dry sclerophyll forest
fuels [21,25], fire danger ratings developed specific to jarrah and karri forests in Western
Australia [28] and fire danger ratings by the Australian Emergency Management Committee
(AEMC) [29]. In the United States, fire authorities use the U.S National Fire Danger Rating
System (U.S NFDRS) [30], which is largely based on Rothermel’s fire spread model [31] and
which quantifies wildfire risks as a function of different inputs such as topography, fuel
type, weather conditions, and moisture content of dead and living vegetation. Canadian fire
managers use Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System (CFFDRS) [32] to estimate wild-
fire risks daily. The CFFDRS has two subsystems—the Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index
(FWI) system and the Canadian Forest Fire Behavior Prediction (FBP) system along with the
Fire Occurrence Potential (FOP) system and the Accessory Fuel Moisture System [33]. These
components take the likely number of fire ignition sources and fire behavior estimation in
different fuel types to estimate fire danger ratings. Similarly, in South Africa, the Lowveld
Fire Danger System [34] is used to rate wildfire risks. The system is an adaptation of the
Fire Hazard Index that was developed by Laing [35] and which uses the same inputs as
the McArthur FFDI. Several other fire danger rating systems are used throughout Europe.
Sweden uses the Angstrom Index [36], Russia the Russian Ignition Index [37,38], France the
fire danger rated using numerical risk [39,40], Portugal the Canadian Fire Weather Index for
daily fire danger values on an approximately 1 km grid, Spain the Spanish Forest Fire Index
(SFFI), which is an adaptation of the U.S NFDRS Ignition component. Finally, there were
some efforts to introduce a wildfire danger rating system on a global scale. Such efforts
include the work by Alexander [41] for a Global Wildland Fire Danger Rating System
Di Giuseppe et al. [42]. This gave daily fire danger predictions together with other systems,
Pettinari and Chuvieco [43] that were based on the simulation of surface fire behavior and
the global fuel dataset using the Fuel Characteristic Classification Scheme [44].

In one of our previous works [45], we proposed a probability-based risk metric to
characterize the risk of wildfires based on the weather conditions under which they start
and the start location with a series of probability values of the fires falling into different risk
categories. The work exploited the unique opportunity of applying a data-driven approach
in wildfire management and validated the assumption that wildfire risks can be closely
estimated even without running a single computationally expensive simulation, thanks
to the evolving data-driven approach. The proposed metric was based on an inference
model (Bayesian probabilistic model) that was built by using historical fire simulation
data considering each fire start location as a separate entity. Despite the application of
the model being computationally inexpensive, building the inference model was tedious
and comparatively computationally intensive, as each possible fire start location was
considered a unique entity and the probability values conditioned on fire start location
had to be calculated for each location. Such a consideration can face serious scalability
issues when the geographic area undertaken for wildfire risk estimation is large and has a
significantly large number of possible fire start locations. Consequently, the effectiveness
and usability of the proposed metric in wildfire management scenarios could be hindered.
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As such, in this work, we investigate if the spatial clustering based on historical data
(the data used to build the inference model) could address this scalability issue of the
risk metric without significantly compromising the accuracy of the metric. The concept of
spatial clusters was envisioned to leverage the risk metric as the number of spatial clusters
is significantly less than the number of possible fire start locations in a geographic area,
which could further reduce the overall computational requirements of the metric.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses our previously
proposed risk metric and Section 3 details the methods and procedures for the study.
Section 4 presents the results and discussions, and Section 5 concludes the paper with
future possible works.

2. Risk Metric

Our previously proposed risk metric RMlj ,Wk
, for a region R with N set of possible

fire start locations, L = {l1, l2, . . . , lN}, given a weather condition W at a particular time
instant with k different weather parameters, {w1, w2, . . . , wk}, based on the Naive Bayes
Theorem [46], is mathematically expressed as

RMLj ,Wk = [P{FR1|(Lj, Wk)}, P{FR2|(Lj, Wk)}, . . . , P{FRc|(Lj, Wk)}], (1)

where P(FRi|Lj, Wk) is the likelihood of a fire starting at location Lj under a discretized
weather condition Wk falling into the risk category FRi. By using the Naive Bayes Theo-
rem [46], Equation (1) can further be expressed as

RMlj ,Wk
=

[
P(Lj|FR1)× P(Wj|FR1)× P(FRi)

P(Lj, Wk)
, . . . ,

P(Lj|FRc)× P(Wj|FRc)× P(FRc)

P(Lj, Wk)

]
,

(2)

where P(FRi|Wk) is the likelihood of a fire starting under a discretized weather condition
Wk falling into the risk category FRi. It should be noted that the weather inputs in our study
are uniformly sampled within their allowed ranges without any relevance to historical
weather streams. P(FRi|Lj) is the likelihood of a fire starting at a location Lj falling into the
risk category FRi.

The risk metric gives a series of probability values for the fire to be labeled under dif-
ferent predefined categories, {FR1, FR2, . . . , FRc}, based on a model output O (for example,
the possible area that can be burned by the fire within a particular period of time).

3. Methods and Procedures
3.1. Study Area

We chose Tasmania as the study area to validate the proposed idea of characterizing
geographical regions into different risk zones by using spatial clustering. The choice was
made for several reasons that include the frequent occurrence of wildfires in the region,
the prevalence of readily available high-quality land datasets for the region that are usable in
operational wildfire simulation tools, and a well-studied and systematic grid configuration
of fire start locations in the region [7,47]. For the 2018–2019 wildfire season, Tasmania
recorded 841 wildfires that burnt 310,311 hectares of forest areas [47]. Tasmania boasts
high-quality land datasets available from TFS and State Emergency Service (SES) [48]. The
Tasmania Fire Service (TFS) has maintained a grid configuration of 68,048 possible fire start
locations at an interval of 1 km irrespective of land. Any start locations falling on the water
bodies are shifted to the nearest land location. The Interim Biogeographic Regionalization
for Australia Version 7 (IBRA 7) [49] divides Tasmania into nine different bioregions based
on vegetation communities and ecosystems, which are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Nine bioregions of Tasmania. Source [49].

3.2. Wildfire Simulation Tool—Spark

We used the Spark framework [50] to run wildfire simulations and predict the spread
of wildfires in different fire conditions and fuels, resulting in different rates of spread. Spark
offers a flexible platform to simulate the progression of wildfires and their behaviors in
different vegetation types by easily plugging in several packages and models. The packages
and models can include the generation of wind fields and their topographic correction, fire
ignition models, fire-line interactions, fireband transport, and fire transmission models [50].
Each wildfire simulation in Spark requires input datasets for fire behavior models, maps of
land classification, fuel load, topographical datasets, and weather data to produce output
metrics such as the total area burned by fire, the intensity of the fire, and the number
of urban cells burned. Additionally, apart from fire progression, Spark can also predict
fireband dynamics, and risk metrics for fire severity and impact. The fire simulations can
run in Spark for any number of distinct fire perimeters and model firebreaks, spot fires,
and coalescence between different parts of the fire over time. More information on Spark
can be found at [51]. All the calculations in Spark are parallelized by using the OpenCL
framework. Figure 2 shows a sample fire simulation in the Spark tool along with the regions
burned by fire starting at a location at different time steps.

Figure 2. Visualization of an example fire simulation using Spark for a location in Tasmania, Australia.
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3.3. Fire Simulations Inputs

We chose four weather inputs—temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and wind
direction—for this study following the experimental setup of one of our previous works [7,52].
The ranges for these inputs, considered for spatial clustering for risk zones, are listed in
Table 1. Five equally spaced discrete values of each weather input (except wind direction)
were considered along with four distinct directions (east, west, north, and south) for wind
directions. Wildfires grow aggressively under weather conditions characterized by high values
of wind speed, temperature, and low values of relative humidity when the wind is pushing
the fire away from the water bodies. All other static inputs to fire simulations were used as
per the configurations and records maintained by TFS and the Tasmanian government [53].
All fire simulations were run for five hours and the cumulative areas burned by fire in the
period were reported as a simulation output.

Table 1. Range and discretization of the factors for fire weather.

Parameters (Unit) Range Labels with Interval

Air Temperature (◦C) [10, 40] Low (L) [10,18]
Medium (M) (18, 33)

High (H) (33, 40]

Relative Humidity (%) [10, 90] Low (L) [70,90]
Medium (M) (30, 70)

High (H) [10, 30]

Wind Speed (kmh−1) [10,60] Low (L) [10,23]
Medium (M) (23,48)

High (H) [48, 60]

3.4. Fire Risk Categories

We considered three different fire risk categories—high, medium, and low—based
on the total cumulative area burned by wildfires after five hours as listed in Table 2. Two
fire risk categories, the medium and low fire risk categories, are merged to form one “low”
risk category to be compared against the high-risk category. For risk estimation using the
risk metric leveraged with spatial clustering for two risk categories, all the predictions for
medium-risk categories were labeled as low-risk categories, unlike in our previous risk
metric where the probability values for the low- and medium-risk categories were added
before the comparison with the probability value for the high-risk category.

Table 2. Fire risk categories.

Fire Risk Category Fire Area Size (ha)

High ≥1057.42
Medium [267.79, 1057.42)

Low [0, 267.79)

3.5. Wildfire Risk Zones Assignment Using Spatial Clustering

We employed spatial clustering enabled by k-means clustering [54] based on the values
of area burned by fires starting at the location to assign a risk zone to the fire start location.
For a set of mathematically manipulated fire simulation outputs, i.e., fire burned areas
(O1, . . . , On) corresponding to fire start locations (L1, . . . , Ln), the k-means clustering aims
to categorize the n observations into k different sets C = C1, . . . , Ck (k ≤ n) by minimizing
the within-cluster sum of squares. The objective can be mathematically expressed as

argmin
C

k

∑
i=1

∑
xεCi

||x− µi||2 = argmin
C

k

∑
i=1
|Ci|VarCi. (3)
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In the k-means clustering algorithm, each observation is assigned to a cluster with the
nearest mean (mathematically the least squared Euclidean distance). The means for all the
observations assigned to each cluster are recalculated. The algorithm converges when the
assignments do not change. The cluster labels assigned for the manipulated output values
are then transferred to the fire start locations to enable the spatial clustering of the start
locations. The choice of k-means clustering follows the benefits the algorithm offers against
its counterparts in clustering despite its computational complexities. The advantages of
using k-means clustering include relatively simple implementation, scalability to large
datasets, guaranteed convergence, easy adaptation to new datasets, and generalization to
clusters of different shapes and sizes [55].

It should be noted that for any fire start location closer to any water bodies, the infor-
mation on the fire-burned areas should be interpreted carefully. For example, under a given
weather condition, a fire starting at a location with a water body to its east with the wind
driving the fire toward the east ceases immediately, giving a totally unburned landscape,
whereas any fire starting at the same location with the wind driving the fire in any direction
but the east, may burn a significant area of land. To overcome such circumstances, we
adapted the clustering mechanisms based on the mean and median values of fire-burned ar-
eas for all locations. The characteristics of the clusters obtained from clustering mechanisms
were interpreted to label all fire start locations in Tasmania under three risk zones—low,
medium, and high. This risk characterization of start locations is an intermediate result
that is fed into the inference model to estimate the risk of any wildfires starting at these
locations for a given weather condition. It should be noted that this risk characterization is
solely to reduce the computational requirements of the risk metric.

3.6. Computing Environment for Wildfire Simulations

All the wildfire simulations used for this study were run by using the cloud-based
frameworks as designed in [7] over the cloud infrastructure of Nectar Cloud [56] and
Google Cloud [57]. Several types of cloud instances were used, as this study does not
include any time-related evaluation metrics.

3.7. Fire Simulations Dataset

For 68,048 different fire start locations in Tasmania and 500 different weather input
combinations, a total of 34,024,000 simulations were run with the cumulative area burned
by the fire taken as the output metric. The entire can be accessed at [58].

3.8. Evaluation Metrics

Figure 3 shows the workflow of the risk metric leveraged with spatial risk clustering.
The risk cluster assigned to each fire start location is the additional feature in the fire
simulation dataset that was used in model building and assessment. We followed our
previous evaluation setup where a conventional 75–25 train/test rule [59] with fivefold
cross-validation was used and the average values were reported to assess the accuracy of
the metric leveraged by the spatial clusters. The inference model estimates the risk for any
fires that the model is not trained for, based on the likelihood of risk categories conditioned
on the spatial clusters and the weather conditions. We compared the accuracy of the
proposed cluster-based risk zone characterization against that of the baseline McArthur
Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) [21] and our previously proposed risk metric [45]. Further
details on the McArthur FFDI are included in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 3. Workflow for the risk metric leveraged with spatial risk clustering.

We chose the McArthur FFDI as the baseline metric for evaluation as it is the closest
metric to the proposed metric with the key meteorological inputs (air temperature, relative
humidity, and wind speed) common to both. The long-term drought factor was fixed at the
value of nine. We adapted and classified the FFDI into different fire danger rating (FDR)
categories as described by Wain and Kepert [60] in Table 3 for comparison.

Table 3. Adapted fire danger rating categories of FFDI. For two risk categories during evaluation,
low and medium categories are combined to form the low category.

FDR Category FFDI Range Adapted Risk Category

Low-Moderate 0–11 Low

High 12–23 MediumVery High 24–49

Severe 50–74
HighExtreme 75–99

Catastrophic >100

Additionally, we also compared the ratios of underfits (predicted area less than the
true values) and overfits (predicted area more than the true values). The comparison was
done for three and two risk zones as initially explained in our previous work [45].

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Risk Zone Characterization by Using Spatial Clustering

Figure 4 shows all possible fire start locations in Tasmania characterized as low-,
medium-, and high-risk areas as given by the spatial clustering. Out of 68,048 fire start
locations, approximately 66% of the locations were characterized as low-risk zones whereas
the compositions for the medium- and the high-risk zone stood at approximately 24% and
10%, respectively. Most of the fire start locations closer to water bodies were labeled as
low wildfire-risk zones whereas the fire start locations inward were labeled as high-risk
zones. The high-risk zone had a range of an average fire area between 3900 and 10,400
hectares whereas the low-risk zone had the same range between 2 and 1700 hectares as
seen in Figure 5. There is an overlap between the medium-risk zone with the low- and
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high-risk zones in relation to the fire-burned areas. This is because the fire start locations
are spatially clustered into different risk clusters and a single fire start location can start
fires that can give cumulative burned area values falling into different risk categories as
defined in Table 2 under various weather conditions and wind directions.

Figure 4. Risk zone characterization of all possible fire start locations in Tasmania.

Figure 5. The statistical summary of fire areas categorized under three risk zones—low, medium,
and high.

4.2. Comparison against the FFDI and the Risk Metric

Figure 6 shows the confusion matrices of the performance of the risk metric leveraged
with spatial clustering for three and two distinct risk categories. The overall accuracy of the
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risk metric was approximately 67% and 86% for three and two risk categories, respectively.
For the three distinct risk categories, more than 90% of the low-risk fires were correctly
labeled by the risk metric whereas the same for the medium- and high-risk categories stood
at 23% and 62%, respectively. A large fraction of medium-risk fires were identified as low-
risk fires, which could be due to the fact that the fire start locations closer to water bodies
produced small fires burning a few hectares unless the wind was driving the fire away
from the water bodies. The accumulation of a large number of such immediately ceasing
wildfires at a start location may have contributed to the underestimation of the fire risks as
the location would be spatially labeled a low-risk start location but could produce medium-
or high-risk fires when the fire is growing away from the water bodies under favorable
weather conditions. The underestimation of wildfire risk with the leveraged risk metric
was improved when the fire risk categories were minimized to two as only approximately
10% of the total estimation was comprised of underfits, whereas the improvement for the
overestimation was approximately 3%.

Table 4 shows the comparison of the cluster-based risk metric against the baseline
FFDI and the previous wildfire risk metric for three and two risk categories. The accuracy
of the cluster-based metric for three distinct risk categories stood at approximately 70%
whereas the same for the FFDI and the previous metric stood at approximately 55% and 75%
respectively. Similarly, for two distinct risk categories, the numbers stood at approximately
86%, 88%, and 77% for cluster-based, FFDI, and the previous metric, respectively. Clearly,
as expected, the accuracy of the cluster-based risk metric is less than that of the previous
risk metric. However, the accuracy is still better than that of the McArthur FFDI and is not
considerably far from the accuracy of the previous metric. The cluster-based risk metric had
a greater proportion of underfits than the previous metric for three risk categories, which
could be due to a wider range of fire areas for the low-risk zone compared to the original
range of low-risk zone in our previous metric. However, the proportion of underfits is
less for the two risk categories. Conversely, the overfit proportion with the cluster-based
metric is marginally less than in the previous metric for three risk categories, which could
minimize the overestimation of resources during wildfire management.

(a) (b)
Figure 6. Confusion matrix for the performance analysis of the risk metric. (a) Three different fire
risk categories. (b) Two different fire risk categories.

Table 4. Performance comparison against the McArthur FFDI.

Evaluation Three Categories Two Categories

Metric Cluster-Based Previous Metric McArthur FFDI Cluster-Based Previous Metric McArthur FFDI

Accuracy 66.81% 74.55% 51.99% 85.32% 87.43% 76.03%

Underfit 24.98% 15.88% 38.87% 9.56% 10.27% 10.48%

Overfit 8.2% 9.66% 9.14% 5.12% 2.3% 13.49%

In this investigative study, we were able to cut down the location-specific probability
calculations from 68,048 to a clustering mechanism and a significantly fewer number of
3 clusters. Such a provision in the risk metric could theoretically reduce the computational
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requirements of the calculations of location-specific probability values by a factor of thou-
sands. The most important fact in the findings is that the change in the accuracy of the
metric is a mere 7% and 2% for three and two distinct risk categories, respectively. Such a
significant reduction in the computational requirements proves the spatial clustering, as
discussed in this paper, to be a good alternative for fire start location risk characterization
in the data-driven probability-based wildfire risk metric.

This study has multiple implications for spatial information and location intelligence
research in disaster risk reduction. The risk characterization at a spatial level can help in
effective resource allocation for disaster management as the high-risk start locations can
be prioritized during the planning phase. Additionally, such spatial risk characterization
when coupled with weather estimation can quickly estimate the dangers of imminent
wildfires and help in resource management and mobilization during the risk neutralization
and disaster response. Furthermore, location-specific risk as obtained in this study is a key
input in decision making in an operational fire management environment that can save
lives and properties.

5. Conclusions and Future Research

The ever-evolving data-driven approach can be a computationally cheaper alternative
for quick estimation of wildfire risks using several inference models. One such model was
detailed in one of our previous works to build a probability-based risk metric, which was
notably accurate in risk estimation. However, the metric was subjected to scalability issues,
as each fire start location was considered a unique entity for location-related probability
calculations. In this brief study, we investigated if spatial clustering could address the
scalability issue of the metric without significantly compromising the accuracy of the metric.
We found that the spatial clusters to characterize the risk of each start location could help
solve the scalability issues by drastically reducing the number of calculations required by a
theoretical factor in thousands with a mere compromise of approximately 5% in accuracy.
Such an inexpensive estimation of wildfire risk with a data-driven metric can help fire
authorities to prioritize resource allocation and make better-informed decisions at various
stages of fire emergencies to minimize the possible losses.

We expect future works to verify the numbers around the factor by which the compu-
tational requirements of the probability-based risk metric are poised to get reduced with
spatial clustering. Similarly, the influence of the number of spatial clusters on the accuracy
of the metric could also be studied. This investigative study also opens up multiple direc-
tions of applied and theoretical research in spatial information applications for disaster risk
reduction that can be complemented by a massive deployment of Internet of things (IoT)
networks and sensors to feed real-time data into any risk-estimation metric or system to
get the closest and most updated estimation for effective disaster management.
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Appendix A

Appendix A.1. The McArthur FFDI

The appendix is an optional section that can contain details and data supplemental to
the main text—for example, explanations of experimental details that would disrupt the
flow of the main text but nonetheless remain crucial to understanding and reproducing
the research shown; figures of replicates for experiments of which representative data are
shown in the main text can be added here if brief, or as Supplementary Data. Mathematical
proofs of results not central to the paper can be added as an appendix.

The McArtur FFDI indicates the chances of fire starting and its risks in relation to its
intensity and the difficulty of suppression based on the empirical relationship between
short-term weather variables and drought factors. We used the relationship as defined by
Noble et al. [61] and expressed FFDI as follows.

FFDI = 2.0× e(−0.450+0.987lnDF−0.0345RH+0.0338T+0.0234V) (A1)

where, DF is the drought factor, RH (%) is the relative humidity, T (◦C) is the air temperature
and V (kmh−1) is the average wind velocity in an open flat location at a height of 10 m.
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